Caitlin & Misha
Ceremonial Worries Bash Friday, June 15th 7–9pm
ArtWeek walk-through: May 5, 4–5pm & Soft Opening 5–7pm
orrisome shifts in the USA’s politics triggered our

wer: “to turn, to bend”
*

(Proto-Indo-European) *

interest in collecting worries. Leaders are drawing the culture inward while souring relationships
with longstanding allies. The emotionalization of

worghen
(Middle Dutch)

wurgjan

events by the media is engendering worries that

(Proto-Germanic)

swirl inside us, trapping us in manufactured anxieties. We have been asking people in our communivirgill: “rope”

ties what they are worried about and are finding that

(Old Norse)

they have a plethora of concerns at the ready. This project is an opportunity to collect various types of worries

wyrgan: “to strangle”
(Old English)

and consider similarities in emotional cycles across
communities. There are many social situations where it
is unacceptable to express these thoughts and emotions, yet we all have them. This exhibition provides
an audio portrait of hundreds of recorded worries emanating from fragile papier-mâché piñatas. Attendees
will be able to bring different worries into focus via
their physical interactions with these sculptures and
to help bear the worries collectively. Can the destruc-

adverse anniversary controversy converge convert diverge extrovert introvert invert inward peevish pervert proworry verb:
se reverberate
1. allow one's mind to dwell on difficulty or troubles.
2. tear at, gnaw on, or drag around with the teeth
noun:
rhabdomancy rhap1. a state of anxiety and uncertainty over actual or potential problems.
sody stalwart subvert
verge (v.1): "tend, incline" vermicelli vermicular vermin verse (n.): "poetry"
version versus vertex vertigo vex vortex warp weird
worm worry worth (adj.): "significant, valuable, of value"
worth (v.): "to come to be" wrangle wrap wrath wreath
wrench wrest wrestle writhe wrong wriggle wring wrinkle

tion of these worry vessels create space for clarity?

source: etymonline.org

Peak “worried” searches was the day after the election †
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